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Introducing a new Seiko Astron design, inspired by the curvature of the Earth.
Following the unprecedented and continuing success of the first Seiko Astron collection, Seiko
Watch Corporation is now releasing a special series of six additional Astron models whose design
is inspired by the majesty of the stratosphere above the earth. The new models have a bold, domed
sapphire glass, representing the curvature of our planet and the stratosphere that surrounds it.
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Seiko Astron GPS Solar. The world’s only GPS Solar watch
Until the new Astron, no watch could adjust automatically to different time zones. Now, thanks to
the creation of an ultra-low consumption GPS module, Seiko has succeeded in harnessing the
GPS network so that Astron adjusts to 39 time zones across the globe, using just the power of light.
With only one touch of a button, Seiko Astron receives signals from four or more GPS satellites
to automatically determine one’s location and set the correct local time and date anywhere on the
planet. Seiko Astron GPS Solar is a revolution in wristwatches just as significant as that which was
started by its celebrated 1969 predecessor, the Seiko Quartz Astron, the world’s first quartz watch.
In just a few short months, the Seiko Astron GPS Solar collection has made a lasting impact on the
watch industry and is changing the world’s expectations of what a watch should be.
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The new Astron design. Celebrating the beauty of our planet
Imagine our planet as you would see it from space; a blue sphere floating freely, silently and
beautifully in its graceful orbit. This is the idea that has inspired the new design and it was realized
by the creation of a dome-shaped sapphire glass. Sapphire is very difficult to fashion because of
its hardness; it is a material whose hardness is second only to diamond. Over 10 hours of polishing
is required to create and polish the glass on the new Astron design into a smooth, curved surface.
The light from the luminous paint underneath the glass creates a sense of the earth’s atmosphere
through the sapphire. The effect is dazzling. The spherical surface extends from the glass to the
case and to the silicon band, creating the overall illusion that the watch is like our Earth moving
through space. What better design could there be for a watch that talks to the stars?
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The watch dial, a globe seen from above
The time displayed by Astron comes from the UTC* signal sent out from the atomic clocks in each
GPS satellite. The design of the dial expresses this visually, by showing the time as if one were
viewing a globe from above the north pole, with the city codes and their offset times aligned with
the map. The city codes are easy to read in a bold font along the edge of the dial ring through the
curved sapphire glass.

* Coordinated Universal Time (UTC): Official world time based on International Atomic Time (TAI) with an adjustment for
leap seconds. Standard time around the world conforms to UTC.
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SAS031

SAS032

SAS037

SAS035

SAS038

Specifications:
・Caliber 7X52
GPS controlled time and time zone adjustment
Hour, minute and second hands, date calendar
Perpetual calendar correct to February 2100
Signal reception result indication
World time function (39 Time Zones)
Daylight saving time function
Power saving function
Accuracy: +/-15 seconds per month (without receiving a time signal and at temperatures between 5℃ and 35℃)
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・Case
Diameter: 48.1 mm, Thickness: 18.1mm
Stainless steel (SAS031, 037,038)
Stainless steel with pink gold-color hard coating (SAS032)
Stainless steel with black hard coating (SAS033, 035)
Screw-down crown and screw case back
Water resistance 10 bar, Magnetic resistance 4,800 A/m
・Band
Extra-strength silicon with three-fold clasp with push button release (SAS031,032,033,035)
Crocodile strap with three-fold clasp with push button release (SAS037, 038)
・Glass
Dual curve box shaped sapphire crystal with anti-reflection coating on inner surface
Remarks
・Approximate recommended retail prices in Europe:
Euro 2,300 (SAS031), Euro 2,350 (SAS033, 035, 037) and Euro 2,400 (SAS034, 038)
・Available from February 2014
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